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Margaret Montague, Karawyn Long, and ‘Curing’ Deafness 

Over the years, there have been many proposed “solutions” to deafness including oralist 

education, the system of teaching deaf people to communicate by the use of speech and lip-

reading rather than sign language; the use of cochlear implants, surgically implanted device that 

provides a sense of sound to deaf people; and the idea of eventually ‘curing’ deafness. Two of 

these potential ‘solutions’ are discussed in  Margaret Montague’s work, “Why it was W-on-the-

Eyes,” where Montague attempts to make an argument for the use of oralism, and Karawynn 

Long’s “Of Silence and Slow Time,” which discusses the life of a deaf woman 25 years after a 

‘cure’ for deafness has been found. “Why it was W-on-the-Eyes” gives a glimpse into the lives 

of deaf children at a school for the deaf and blind, focusing on Charlie Webster, a young deaf 

boy who is generally well liked by all of the children even though he is known to fight when he 

is upset. The story begins by asking why Charlie’s name sign, the sign used to uniquely identify 

a person within the deaf community, is W-on-the-eyes. It then diverts to the main concern of the 

piece: the introduction of an oralist teacher for the deaf students at the school and the oralist 

education of Charlie. “Of Silence and Slow Time” focuses on a deaf woman named Mariana who 

is trying to give birth to a deaf child, something that is considered illegal after the cure for 

deafness is found. She asks the help of her ex-boyfriend, who happens to be a bio-geneticist at 

one of the companies that scans for DNA imperfections in fetuses. The story focuses mainly on 

the morality of the genetic mutations and why exactly Mariana wants a deaf child. While 

Montague’s piece attempts to show a positive viewpoint of oralism and Long’s tries to reveal the 

negative impacts of genetic manipulation, both works ultimately emphasize the importance of 

the Deaf community and show that deaf people should not be forced to change in order to make 

the lives of hearing people easier.   
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Charlie Webster in “Why is was W-on-the-Eyes” has a peculiar passion for oralism. He is 

said to “have no doubts of the advantage of the oral method” and “[flings] himself into the new 

study with more than his usual zest and enthusiasm” (Montague 147). Charlie is the protagonist 

of the story, and his passion for the oralist method attempts to make an argument for its use. This 

argument is further emphasized in the end of the story, when it is revealed why Charlie is so 

keen on learning to speak. In a rather emotional scene, Charlie cries “Mo-ther! Mo-ther!” and it 

is discovered that Charlie’s mom is “stone blind” and that “they’ve never been able to say one 

word to each other” (Montague 151-152). Thanks to the oralist method, Charlie now has the 

ability to speak to his mother, and even Miss Flynn, who originally “did not see any reason for 

abandoning [sign language]” becomes convinced that oralism is the way to go (Montague 147).  

However, though Montague is certainly attempting to argue in favor of oralism, this story 

unintentionally allows for the opposite argument to be made.  

The first way this story shows a negative reception to oralism is by showing how hard the 

children fight it. When Miss Evans, the oralist teacher, arrives, she “faced opposition in getting 

the new method established because the other children found it harder than the familiar sign… 

and shut their minds against any attempt to make them speak” (Montague 147). This brings up 

the extremely valid argument that oralism is not necessary when sign language exists. Why ask 

the children to learn an entirely new system of communication when they have one that works 

quite well already? Also, whenever the children communicate outside of their oralism class, they 

do so in sign, showing that sign language is still their primary and preferred mode of 

communication. During the oralist class, when all the children get excited about Charlie’s 

parents coming, they “tell each other over and over on their fingers” because that is an easier and 

more reliable method of relaying the information (Montague 150). Even Charlie, who’s 
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enthusiasm and desire to communicate with everyone is used as the main argument in support of 

oralism, communicates primarily through sign, as seen when he “made the little sign for friend, 

meaning that he was friends with that day because it would bring him his mother” (Montague 

150). Lastly, Charlie even uses sign language to communicate with the blind children. It is said 

that “some of the blind boys knew the manual alphabet and could talk to [Charlie] on their 

fingers, and by the feeling of his hand understood what he said to them” (Montague 145). The 

main argument for Charlie learning oralism is so that he is able to communicate with his blind 

mother; however, the story makes it clear that Charlie already understands how to communicate 

with the blind without having to speak. Therefore, it is clear that oralism is completely 

unnecessary, and not the preferred method of the deaf children even when communicating with 

the blind.  

Another way “Why-it-was-W-on-the-Eyes” emphasizes the superiority of sign language 

to oralism is through name signs. One of the uniting features of the deaf department of the school 

is that “everybody had his or her special sign,” usually designated by a boy named Charlie 

Chester. The signs “were usually composed of the initial letter of the person’s last name, placed 

somewhere on the body, to indicate a physical peculiarity or a position held by the person in the 

school” (Montague 148) Charlie Webster’s name sign is a W, for his last name, placed on the 

eyes to symbolize his blind mother. The superintendent is “L-on-the-forehead, to show that he is 

the head of the whole school” (Montague 142). Name signs represent an aspect of a person’s life 

that oral names cannot show, and they are a part of Deaf culture that is unique and requires sign 

language. A purely oralist deaf school misses out on the privilege of name signs, a signature for 

all students that helps strengthen the Deaf community at large.  
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Oralism, as seen in Montague’s “Why-it-was-W-on-the-Eyes,” is not only unnecessary 

and difficult for deaf students to learn, but it also can detract from the strength of the Deaf 

community. The main goal of oralist education is to integrate deaf people into society, but the 

fact is that making deaf people work twice as hard to learn a form of communication that is not 

naturally suited for them so that hearing people don’t have to change their ways is close minded 

and unnecessary. This idea of forcing integration is further expanded upon in “Of Silence and 

Slow Time,” with far harsher control.  

“Of Silence and Slow Time”  is set 24 years after the genes responsible for hearing 

impairment is located in human DNA, and since that point no deaf child has been born. Mariana, 

a deaf woman who was 3 when deafness was eradicated, wants to change that. She wants to have 

a deaf baby, much to the shock of her hearing, bio-geneticist, ex-boyfriend Jeff As soon as she 

tells him, he retaliates by saying her deafness “puts you at high risk for genetic defects… I’m 

sorry, most people will see [deafness] as a defect” (Long140). His reaction reveals the negative 

viewpoint hearing people have about deafness, believing it to be a defect that should be 

eradicated from the world. Mariana pushes back against Jeff’s claim, saying “Deaf is my 

identity, my culture. It is a whole community with…a language that is graceful and unique and 

expressive of ideas your English can never contain” (Long 142). The juxtaposing ideas within 

this story are not fictional. Many hearing people struggle to see deafness as anything more than a 

defect, while people in the Deaf community see it as an integral part of their community that is 

not bad, it’s simply different.  

One of the main arguments of “Of Silence and Slow Time” is this idea that deafness is 

not a defect but a culture and community just like any other culture in the world. Not only does 

Mariana state it when talking to Jeff, but it is also brought up again when she goes to a deaf 
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party. One man named Julio suggests they lobby Congress and “argue laws culture protect,” 

meaning they try to make it so Congress will pass a law stopping the forcible mutation of deaf 

genes so that the Deaf culture does not die out (Long 148).  

Mariana sees a much simpler solution to the problem: having a deaf child so the culture 

lasts longer. That is why she specifically asks Jeff’s help in making sure her child is deaf. She 

tells him “all you have to do is run a virus through and splice [some genes] together right?” 

(Long 139). In an ironic reversal of the standard narrative of this world, Mariana wants to 

purposefully make her child deaf using the same genetic mutating that she protests so 

vehemently for making all naturally deaf babies hearing. She is essentially fighting fire with fire. 

By switching the narrative, Long allows for hearing people to see the moral greyness of the 

choice to try and cure deaf babies before they are born. As Jeff points out after he reveals that he 

did not fulfill his promise to help Mariana have a deaf child, “you weren’t only making a choice 

for yourself, you were making on for that baby too” (Long 151). Mariana chose to force her baby 

to be deaf, a choice that most hearing people would believe is arguably wrong, whereas the 

hearing people forced deaf babies to hear. Neither choice is morally sound. No one should have 

the right to force another human being to change in some way.  

  But what happens when the Deaf community is eradicated? Long’s story also comments 

on this issue. After agreeing to help Mariana have a deaf child, Jeff fails to go through with his 

promise. He tells her after she has had her child that his reasoning is “the last deaf child was born 

twenty-five years ago! Do you really think he wouldn’t resent being the only one who couldn’t 

hear?” (Long 151). Mariana, while still rightfully angry at the betrayal, is shocked by that 

viewpoint. One of her main arguments for the goodness of deafness is the strong community it 

creates, but her child would not have that community. He would be the only deaf child born in 25 
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years, and that isolation would be awful for him.  That is why the Deaf community is so 

important. Without it, deafness ironically turns into the isolated, sad fate that hearing people 

generally associate it with.  

 Margaret Montague and Karawynn Longs’ works both show the importance of the Deaf 

community and emphasize the idea that deaf people do not need to be ‘fixed’ simply so they can 

‘fit in’ with the hearing world. While Long’s argument was intentional, Montague’s story made 

it in spite of itself. Montague was arguing for oralism, but by describing the Deaf community and 

the difficulties in teaching the children the oralist method, she manages to produce the complete 

opposite argument. Either way, the argument in favor of the Deaf community is clear. Trying to 

integrate deaf people ignores their rich culture and places it as a inferior level to the culture of  

hearing people. Instead, it is important to acknowledge the differences and respect the Deaf 

community for it’s strength and long standing culture, the same way Americans demand respect 

for their culture.   

 


